Developing the Procedure
After selecting a method the next step is to develop a procedure that will accomplish the goals of our analysis. In
developing the procedure attention is given to compensating for interferences, to selecting and calibrating equipment,
to acquiring a representative sample, and to validating the method.
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3E.1 Compensating for Interferences
A method’s accuracy depends on its selectivity for the analyte. Even the best method, however, may not be free from
interferents that contribute to the measured signal. Potential interferents may be present in the sample itself or in the
reagents used during the analysis. When the sample is free of interferents, the total signal, Stotal, is a sum of the signal
due to the analyte, SA, and the signal due to interferents in the reagents, Sreag,
Stotal = SA +Sreag = knA + Sreag
Stotal = SA + Sreag = kCA +Sreag
Without an independent determination of Sreag we cannot solve equation 3.9 or 3.10 for the moles or concentration of
analyte.
To determine the contribution of Sreag in equations 3.9 and 3.10 we measure the signal for a method blank, a solution
that does not contain the sample. Consider, for example, a procedure in which we dissolve a 0.1-g sample in a
portion of solvent, add several reagents, and dilute to 100 mL with additional solvent. To prepare the method blank
we omit the sample and dilute the reagents to 100 mL using the solvent. Because the analyte is absent, Stotal for the
method blank is equal to Sreag. Knowing the value for Sreag makes it is easy to correct Stotal for the reagent’s
contribution to the total signal; thus
(Stotal − Sreag) =SA =knA
(Stotal − Sreag) =SA =kCA
By itself, a method blank cannot compensate for an interferent that is part of the sample’s matrix. If we happen to
know the interferent’s identity and concentration, then we can be add it to the method blank; however, this is not a
common circumstance. A more common approach is to find a method for separating the analyte and interferent by
removing one from the sample. Once the separation is complete, we can proceed with the analysis using equation
3.9 or equation 3.10.
Methods for effecting this separation are discussed in Chapter 7.
A method blank also is known as a reagent blank.
When the sample is a liquid, or is in solution, we use an equivalent volume of an inert solvent as a substitute for the sample.
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3E.2 Calibration
A simple definition of a quantitative analytical method is that it is a mechanism for converting a measurement, the
signal, into the amount of analyte in a sample. Assuming that we can correct for the method blank and that we can
compensate for interferents, a quantitative analysis is nothing more than solving equation 3.1 or equation
3.2 for nA or CA.
To solve these equations we need the value of kA. For a total analysis method we usually know the value
of kA because it is defined by the stoichiometry of the chemical reactions generating the signal. For a concentration
method, however, the value of kA usually is a complex function of experimental conditions. A calibration is the
process of experimentally determining the value of kA by measuring the signal for one or more standard samples,
each containing a known concentration of analyte. With a single standard we can calculate the value
of kA using equation 3.1 or equation 3.2. When using several standards with different concentrations of analyte, the
result is best viewed visually by plotting SA versus the concentration of analyte in the standards. Such a plot is known
as a calibration curve, an example of which is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 Example of a calibration curve. The filled circles (•) are the individual results for the standard samples and
the line is the best fit to the data determined by a linear regression analysis. See Chapter 5 for a further discussion of
calibration curves and an explanation of linear regression.

3E.3 Sampling
Selecting an appropriate method and executing it properly helps us ensure that our analyses are accurate. If we
analyze the wrong samples, however, then the accuracy of our work is of little consequence.
A proper sampling strategy ensures that our samples are representative of the material from which they are taken.
Biased or nonrepresentative sampling, and contaminating samples during or after their collection are sampling errors

that can lead to a significant error in accuracy. It is important to realize that sampling errors are independent of errors
in the analytical method. As a result, sampling errors can not be corrected by evaluating a reagent blank.

3E.4 Validation
If we are to have confidence in our procedure we must demonstrate that it can provide acceptable results, a process
we call validation. Perhaps the most important part of validating a procedure is establishing that its precision and
accuracy are appropriate for the problem under investigation. We also ensure that the written procedure has sufficient
detail so that different analysts or laboratories will obtain comparable results. Ideally, validation uses a standard
sample whose composition closely matches the samples that will be analyzed. In the absence of appropriate
standards, we can evaluate accuracy by comparing results to those obtained using a method of known accuracy.
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